










Toponymy and land-use in the Uplands o
f 
the Doethi'e Valley (Cttrdigrmshire) 

exclusive holdings, the legal landholding 
srarus of much of rhe uplands was different 
from rhat of the lowlands. Until 1888 
most of the Doedue valley in rhe parish 
and lordship of Llanddewi Brefi had com
monland srarus, excepting chose patches of 
enclosed land surrounding dwellings 
which were held as freehold and which 
were like unto island oases surrounded by 
rough mountain pasture. The Llanddewi 
Brefi parliamentary enclosure act of 1888 
apportioned chis common mountain 
pasture as freehold to particular dwellings 
and so ended the separate legal status of 
the upland as commonland, which now 
became unenclosed freehold (only in some 
areas of upland, usually nearer the lowland 
boundary to the west was wire fencing 
erected to replace formerly open boun
daries). 10 However, the paradoxical face is 
chat rhe upland common.land was already 
divided between various dwellings prior co 
1888 and so was nor 'common' in the 
generally understood sense of the word. 
Prior to 1888, most dwellings were sur
rounded by a small area of enclosed free
hold lands (some of which was culrivaced) 
and abutted to an adjoining sheepwalk 
which was deemed common.land though 
in practice it belonged just as much to the 
dwelling as did the freehold lands. The 
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ing sheepwalks of the Doeth"ie valley in the
mid nineteenth century are shown on I? 1 1 1 1 
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Figure 2 (based mainly on the cirhe map �------------------��----�
Fig. 2: Doethi'e v11lley sheepw11/ks llnd ancient enclosures in the r1ineteen1h century. and rhe later enclomre maps). 

The legal definition of what constitutes common
land is discussed at length by Gadsden. 11 There is an 
obvious discrepancy between the 'classic' kind of com
mon land that prevailed over the lowlands of southern 
England, which were large screeches of cultivated open
fields held in common by a 'manorially' organised 
village, and the predominant type of commonland in 
Wales, the m1eulrivared expanses of rough upland 
pasture. Villages - on the scale found throughout the 
English lowlands - were relarively rare in Wales and 
confined mainly to the anglicised lowland fringes of the 
country. Nevertheless, even within Welsh Wales a useful 
distinction can be drawn between lowland common-
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land and the upland commonland. The examples of 
lowland commonland in Cardiganshire tend co be the 
result of the subdivision of a larger mediaeval unit of 
landholding, whereby a piece of uncultivated rough 
ground, usually at one extremity of its bounds, con
rinued to be deemed common for the purposes of 
thatch, rurf and pasture to chose farming units which 
had subdivided from the parent unit. Variously termed 
cytir, tir-cyd, cyffredin, cwmins, comins in Welsh, these 
types of commonland are technically termed 'appur
tenant common' as it is a right confined to a restricted 
number of landholding units in a lordship as opposed co 
an 'appendanr common' whose rights are open co every 
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